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FOREWORD
Welcome to issue 21ish of Creative Distraction!
Within the following pages is a holistic guide of how to avoid
studying for your upcoming exams for the next hour or two.
We’ve got some cracking stuff for you this time including sit
down chats with James Laurenceson and Bruce Littleboy. They’ve
both tried to answer whether economics is a science and one of
them has even offered up his fitness regime (we’ll leave you to
guess which one).
We'd like to thank James Laurenceson and Bruce Littleboy for
giving up their time to have a chat to us and UQ Stalkerspace
for keeping us company during the long SWOTVAC evenings.
Good luck in your exams!
UQES Publications Team
Stuart Morrison, Doug Holt, Prianka Thomas, Natalya Packham,
Matty Hanlon
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AN ODE
An Ode to The Economist
By Doug Holt
I’m sitting once again, staring at my screen
As you tell of me of disparity, hitherto unseen
I sigh as I read about Englands’ better days
And longingly think, “It wasn’t always this way”
I remember the first time, I turned your pages
ECON1010, invisible hand, development stages
So impressionable was I, so eager to learn
For a reliable source, did my fledgling mind yearn
‘Twas during consult one day, in Colin Clarke
My tutor spake to me, “with this copy I can part”
I remember the issue, “How India got it’s funk”
And with Economist in hand, to SSAH I slunk
Oh, how to the world you did open my eyes!
On capital, on exchange, on America’s spies
On no topic, comment, you wouldn’t
Even science, (on which you probably shouldn’t)
You taught me about countries, of which I’d never heard
Anything left of center, or right, you said was absurd
On any nations issues, your advice was always well-worn
Labour reform, labour reform…Labour reform?
These foibles, however, I was able to ignore
As copies of you built up on my cars’ backseat floor
I still wanted to carry an issue everywhere
So people would not think me culturally unaware
But as time wore on, there occurred a drop in my vigour,
To read your letters, with the appropriate rigour
As I learned more about economic theory
Saying “the market shall solve” became ever more dreary
And let us not forget your political pieces
Written with the virtue of a POLSCI thesis
An English commentary on the rest of the world
As though no preceding “unpleasantness” had unfurled
My faith was, to a degree, restored,
When you wrote an article espousing the Nords
But no occasional progressive leanings,
Could eradicate my objectionable feelings
I would say that you could have held my interest
Had you not been so constantly, radically centrist
Or maybe, just every once in a while
Published on a topic other than Snowden files
In summing, while it may seem you’ve been a waste to me
I shall retort, Economist, in the immortal words of Jay-Z:
“If you bought a subcription, I feel bad for you son
I got 99 issues but I ain’t paid for one”
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A LITTLE BIT OF LITTLEBOY
The Creative Distraction team had a civilised sit down with esteemed lecturer, Bruce Littleboy, to
talk to him about Europe, Shackle and what he would cook Jesus for dinner.
CD: What are the pressing economic issues we should actually be fretting about and
planning for?
BL: Well clearly the crisis is over. I'm all in favour of letting deficits blow out and increasing structural
deficits when indeed there is an emergency. Go hard, go households, go government payments to
households - that's fine with me. But now that the crisis is over, sooner or later things have to come back to
normal so it is just a question of how fast we do it. In Australia, the situation deficit-wise is not so serious.
Though, you can argue that Australia is unusually prone to cyclical changes in the global economy so
maybe we should be thinking about the next one. In Australia, we have choices that not many other
countries have.
In Greece for example, you have a fiscal cliff in one direction so if you tighten spending, society
collapses. But you have a debt cliff if you don’t. I have no idea how you respond to those circumstances –
you’re on a tightrope, so don’t wobble too much. I think we have so much room to manoeuvre in Australia
that the exact timing that we return to normality is not such a crucial issue, so far as I’m concerned. The
Reserve Bank also has a couple of percentage points of interest rates cuts to play with so if you did cut
government spending and it turned out to be a little inopportune, the Central Bank could bail us out. I think
the stakes are low and I don't think arguments for fiscal stringency are strong. But I’m not somebody who
thinks it would be a disaster if some fiscal stringency were enacted.
CD: What do you make of the state of modern macroeconomics? Is there too much
focus on econometrics? What should we be emphasising instead?
BL: The state of modern macroeconomics is an interesting one...it’s a question of how flexibly mainstream
economics can steal good ideas. If you look at DSGE, you can plug in extra equations and calibrate
things in a way in which, at least after the event, you can improve your model for next time. So now, if
you could incorporate financial collapses, “a financial collapse of this size would lead to a cut in
spending of this size, so let’s just key that in”, that would be progress. Even though they have no nuanced,
sophisticated reasons for doing it, they have models that are better and simulated reality even if they are
not directly based on reality. Who knows what is inside a DSGE model - they just have a print out that
seems to resemble what the world resembles. There could be six cockroaches running around a box
generating numbers, and the calibration could be to add a seventh cockroach and the numbers come out
[to be] a lot more reasonable. So long as the numbers that do come out the end of these boxes are
reasonable and you get better policy advice for it, fine.
The ‘but’ has been a long time coming in this. But, instead of responding reactively to crises and
recalibrating your models, why didn’t we think in advance and learn from economic history that we
needed to do this in the first place? I'm a bit of a pessimist about whether the profession at large will wake
up one day and realise that they need to think more widely. We need economic history; we need history
of economic ideas. I think if they can patch up the current system, they'll keep on going. I think that's a
particular shame for the history of economic ideas because we are the one science, or discipline that
aspires to be a science, that actually does draw with benefit from its past, it’s not just dilettantism to look
back into history. Economics contains a mine full of good old ideas that you can use.
It is also odd that mainstream economics is so far out of line with the way other professions think. The
Business Management School will tell you about how good having diversity is in a team – how good it is
for problem solving and multiple perspectives and all of that sort of stuff. And they’ll say that advances in
technology come from recombining interesting ideas, clicking them together, which suggest that you would
like to have wide perspectives on the wide array of ideas that are out there to reconfigure them. But
economics seems to be in a cul de sac where it seems to believe that it alone is doing science. And again
it’s that Puritan view that it has. There is a native instinct in economics that seems to attract Puritans. Well,
there are always islands of science in economics, for example, Barry Eichengreen uses econometrics very
well. But I have the suspicion that a lot of people have; that people run 100 regressions and only publish
the one that seems to work.
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A LITTLE BIT OF LITTLEBOY
As Honours students you will come to know how much tweaking is involved to obtain the result that your
supervisor thinks looks plausible. And then you wonder, “if I had to do all of this tinkering, what does that
say for the econometric work that others have to do?” It’s like the old joke about the sausage; they’re nice
to eat but you do not want to know how they were made.
CD: Is Economics a science?
BL: Well is it a science in principle and, is it a science in practice? I think there are plenty of people out
there who do aspire to do science and also people who regard economics as an agenda and they seem
to deny it [that they have an agenda]. In the US it is seen as so normal to hate government. That, to use
economics as an instrument to restrict government intervention is not seen as ideological because that is
just the normal belief. So subjectively they feel as if they are doing science but from the outside, it appears
to me anyway, that they may not be. So is economics a science in principle? There is a distinction
between an art and a science. An art or a discipline is a set of ideas that you can use as tools to build
something but that is quite different from some kind of search for truth or approximation to truth.
I think that economics is useful but I’m not sure how scientific it is. To the extent that it tries to predict based
on the rational economic man, I am sceptical that that particular type of economics can be seen as
scientific. I think the point of studying economics (apart from Joan Robinson’s reason – to learn economics
as to not be deceived by economists) is to understand the limitations of a model. I don't mind someone
putting a model forward and pushing it hard to see what conclusion you can get. My complaint is, how
much faith you can have in that model as a representation of some sense of reality? There are plenty of
people out there who will take some kind of efficient markets hypothesis knowing perfectly that it doesn't
fit the world well. Knowing perfectly well that in reality they have to make ad hoc adjustments as they go
along, and that’s fine with me. What disturbs me are the people who seem to be brainwashed by
following the equations all the way without any sense of the domain of application.
In terms of econometrics at UQ, there is an argument that I’m not so unfriendly with. It’s a pity that you
don’t do any DSGE because that's the cutting edge stuff. I don’t see why that couldn’t be slid into an
advanced macro course somewhere, but it is a question of what would be displaced by it. My tenure of
teaching second year macro has come to an end but John Foster is taking over next year so that will mean
that course is still a perspectives course. It was actually Rabee Tourky, who was a student of mine years
ago, who was advocating that a second year macro course should have a bit of perspective in it so that
students know what happened in the 1970s and what was going on and that the discipline didn’t just
drop fully formed in the textbook. John Quiggin has also been a champion of that idea. So I think there is
a strong undercurrent at the School still of having perspectives brought in. But I think everyone is shy of
describing themselves as heterodox because that means that one is a rebel. And I'm not really rebellious, I
want to be inside the fold. I don’t want to overthrow anybody; I just want to have my little slice. If it’s
supposed to be a diverse team, well I want to work in that diverse team. I don’t want to cast the
mainstream out on the street. It’s a strange world where it has become so factionalised that I think good
science is actually being undermined in the process. We've got both sides saying they are scientific and
the other is rubbish, and I’m not sure that is likely to lead to scientific progress or progress of any kind.
CD: What would you have done if you hadn't been an economist?
BL: I'm not sure if I would be an economist if I was a student now. Because I’d look at the courses now on
offer...there are some interesting courses and some not so interesting. What would I be? I didn't finish a
law degree for the same reason - I was fronting up to land law classes and commercial law classes and I
decided that law wasn't very interesting anymore. I sometimes suspect what I would be would have
something to do with words; so whether I was an actor, a comedian or a writer…possibly a barrister.
They're not mutually exclusive and I think there is a good reason why they're not. I can't see myself as
becoming an econometrician unless I'd had a teacher who had somehow inspired me to believe that the
truths of the universe could be extracted by these dark arts. More students would probably want to enrol in
it if they thought it was some sort of cult of econometrics – I think they should sell it that way.
CD: What qualities do you like/dislike the most in a student?
BL: One is almost the flipside of the other. I dislike students who don't appreciate how exhilarating
university life should be. They seem to be here to get the piece of paper at the end. The flip side is that
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who are being switched on by what they're discovering at university. And that can be anything from the
study of Latin to study of econometrics. It is a shame that you get the feeling from students that there is
nothing in their undergraduate degrees that is switching them on or maybe there are only a couple of
subjects that have done it. And it makes you wonder that if you actually enjoyed that English literature
elective that you chose in first year, why have you chosen electives in international trade and finance
really when you could follow your bliss? An employer would look at your economics degree and see
you've done some different electives and this would make you seem a bit different. I can't understand why
students are so risk paranoid about their subject choices.
CD: If you could invite any three people to dinner who would it be?
BL: Well if they’re dead the conversation isn't as good. Salma Hayek, for obvious reasons. I think there
would have to be Keynes, but I can see there being problems with him and Salma so perhaps she can be
on the reserve bench for now. There are also a lot of questions I'd like to ask Hitler. Perhaps Jesus, he was
a very boring person in terms of what he liked to eat…but I could cook those things…I think I’ll leave him
to one side with Salma [on the reserve bench].
CD: Is the EU as a monetary union the disaster a lot of economists believe it to be? Will
the union fall apart? How would you fix it?
I'm not sure who and why people think it is a disaster. Layers and layers of band aids still stop the
bleeding so if you are willing to keep papering over the cracks then as long as countries like Greece are
able to restore some sort of political sanity, a lot of pressure will be taken off of the crisis. I'm also never
sure if Spain's problems are of its own making or bad luck. But Greece is the clear example of a country
that has systematically overspent and lied continuously about its fiscal position. If it turns out that the fiscal
austerity drives the population out of Greece that's fine with me - I've got no sympathy for the Greek
situation. Britain will as always muddle through. The social unrest is much less than under Thatcher and it
got through Thatcher. And there are no riots in Ireland – if I were there I'd be rioting. I don't think there
will be political and social collapse in the EU and I also don’t see why you can’t just keep rolling over
debt and inventing new instruments as necessary.
CD: George Shackle is described as drawing Keynesian conclusions from an Austrian
premise, is this a correct description of Shackle?
BL: That is almost the sort of thing I'd say. There is certainly a bit of Austrian economics in Shackle. A lot
of what he says makes impossible his dovetailing with the Austrians, however. In some sense he was too
radical for Austrian economics. Austrians think that underneath the turbulence there is some sort of order
that will present itself. For Shackle, it is that the future is more nebulous than the present and the present is
also quite nebulous.
People like Hayek and Schumpeter still have a deep faith in a hidden order that emerges with time. But
that is something that Shackle really can't live with, so much so he was still willing to accept some of
Keynesian economics even though Hayek was his PhD supervisor. He regards it as part of the valid
repertoire – that you can raise aggregates and still have individuals free to operate within that system. He
learned from Hayek that central planning was not the way to go forward but from Keynes that for people
to flourish they had to have jobs and that the role of government was to get the aggregates right so that
individuals could be free. However, he was never impressed with the Hayekian view that using instruments
to fix unemployment now would make it worse in the future. My suspicion is that students are much more
libertarian these days so I have to treat Austrian economics much more seriously, particularly as they land
a punch on the Keynesians every now and then. The thing is that the Austrians believe every punch is a
knockout punch. I think the real debate in ECON2040 is Keynes vs. Hayek, everything is built around
their clash.
[On Shackle] I've come to the view that he is a Christian economist and fundamentally believes that
individuals make their own fate and are responsible for their own choices, while being part of a system
that responds autonomously to our choices. This makes him difficult to mathematise.
CD: How would you describe yourself?
I am like Shackle in the sense that that I like to compare and contrast bodies of thinking that are worth
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studying with a view to building a toolbox. I think there is a toolbox out there and the more tools you have
in it the better. I think I'm eclectic in the sense that there are episodes when you need to think like Hayek
and others when you think like Keynes. I leave open the possibility to think like Lucas although no
circumstances immediately leap to mind. A lot of it is thinking the extremely obvious. I think the Lucas
critique is obvious to every parent - you behave better if the rules are obvious and consistent through time.
Even something like the Taylor rule – well, you and I could have sat down over a glass of red and worked
it out, although it grew out of econometrics. I don't think you need a sophisticated game theory model to
come up with policies rules. However, it didn't happen spontaneously - we had a debate about discretion
vs. rules to come up with something as outrageous [as policy ineffectiveness], and we need to reply to this
Lucas critique and come up with a Keynesian type rule. We have to go through these stupid extremes to
get to the obvious conclusions.
CD: Is math the main reason that Shackle is not in the mainstream?
Shackle was very fond of maths and aimed to turn it into words. There is a question of complexity theory.
He talked about economies having a financial landslide as an analogy to financial collapse, which is
mathematicisable… if you had the math… but he didn't. He was on the fringes of sympathy with
complexity theory and now that the theory is maturing it may be that Shackleian themes are imminent in
these complexity theories. I do wonder if the formularisations help us any more than the metaphors. It is
not very hard to tell the difference between rock falling and a landslide. That to me is a piece of wisdom
you carry in your mind and not an equation in your pocket.
I can't really see Shackle's work driving the macroeconomics of complexity. I suspect someone will read it
one day and apply it to economics but I can't see anybody writing an equation under Shackle’s quotes. I
think his influence will be more inter-disciplinary. He ties a love of freedom, his Christianity and his belief
in radical subjectivism together and is prepared to be a Keynesian if there are big shocks that need
human intervention to arrest. But it is becoming an odd group isn’t it? The more I add to it, the more
people are going to bail out and the more Shackle becomes a niche economist.
CD: Why did you choose to write a book on him?
Partly because in the 1970s when I did Advanced Macro in my honours year we were taught a
perspective view and he was a prominent writer at the time. I read his and Leijonhuvfud’s work with
Wicksell when my mind was still soft and open to new ideas. It may also be that modern economists
aren't as interesting as the old ones. But I still believe they all wrote in English, and in fine English, and
that would appeal to me because, as I mentioned earlier, words appeal to me. There are poetic flashes [in
Shackle] and I could always skip the maths in his stuff, because it was just there to buttress the interesting
bits. I sometimes think that people who come after great thinkers and formalise them are just people who
missed the parade and are sweeping up the confetti.
CD: How long have you been planning the Shackle book?
About five years ago I thought ‘Keynes has been done to death,’ there are so many books on Keynes.
And then all of a sudden a lot of people have become interested in Shackle and only in the last five years
they've been reading him. He had this sort of Christian faith that one day someone would restore his
reputation and his words would live on. It is a kind of acknowledgement to someone who was important
in my intellectual life. The more of Shackle I read the more it expresses itself. I'm writing this book with
Peter Earl who is an enthusiast of Shackle and who brings him into modern economics debates: should
people like Kahneman and Tversky have been linked to Shackle as well? Well I'm taking the view that
Shackle's view is so beautiful, why would you want to sully him with lesser thinkers? ;)
CD: If you are at level 2 of Colin Clark and you need to get to level 6 – should you take
the stairs or the elevator?
If it's you, you should take the stairs. If it's me, I take the elevator. No longer do I get the lift up to level 5
so that I have the token walk to level 6.
This is not just a whimsical question; it's one that matters a lot.
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"u r 1 cheeky bloke keynes
1v1 debate me i will wrek u"
- Friedrich Hayek
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NEOCLASSICAL NIGHTMARE
The Neoclassical Nightmare: John Maynard
Keynes
By Doug Holt

It’s the 1930’s, and mainstream economic circles are ringing with cries of “Humbug!” and “Balderdash!”,
as monocles burst asunder from the faces of Neo-classicalist’s everywhere. The source of this orthodox
outcry? John Maynard Keynes. The powerhouse of post-war policy. The monster of multiplicative effects.
His intellect, passion, and unparalleled ability to apply theoretical concepts to the real world brought
about a revolution in how governments tackle economic adversity, the ideology of which dominated the
policies of capitalist governments around the world for most of the 20th century. However, too often in this
post-GFC climate we merely associate the name Keynes with “recessions means spend, boom means
save”, which is a gross oversimplification of the work of a man who fundamentally changed an entire field
of study.
Firstly, I feel that it is important to address one issue. I know why you are all reading this. You have
opened the article, with the simple pretense of reading the history of a man who made some of the most
significant contributions to economics since Adam Smith. But I know the truth. You want to know who he
hooked up with. Thus, I believe that if we get this out of our system early, we can progress to some serious
discussion of economic history. As such, a list of some of his confirmed lovers is given below:
- Daniel Macmillan (brother of future British Prime Minister Harold Macmillan)
- Dilly Knox (a World War 1 code-breaker, who was instrumental in brining the US into the war by
assisting in decrypting the Zimmerman Telegram)
- Arthur Hobhouse (the man largely responsible for the current National Park system in England and
Wales)
- Duncan Grant (another member of the influential Bloomsbury Group, most famed for his postimpressionist artistic style)
- Ray Strachey (a prominent member of the women’s suffrage movement, and one of Keynes’s earliest
heterosexual love interests)
- Lydia Lopokova (a Russian ballerina, whom Keynes married in 1925)
It should be noted that the above list is not
comprehensive, and merely lists the most notable
of his interests. Now that the trivialities have been
covered, we can get on with what is truly
interesting…economic history… right?
In his formative years, Keynes followed the
educational structure of so many of the last
centuries great intellectuals that it almost sounds
cliché; born in Cambridge, schooled at Eton (on a
scholarship, of course) and later attended Kings
College.
Aside from a brief stint in the now defunct India Office, he rose quickly from clerk, to member of a Royal
Commission and then, in 1915, to the Treasury. His performance during the time he spent there garnered
him international notice; for example, his decision to sell the limited supply of Spanish Pesetas he had
worked so hard to obtain, instead handing them over to the British government (and thus risking the wrath
of a vengeful Secretary of the Treasury) resulted in a sharp depreciation of a currency that up until that
point, the Treasury had been struggling to find a continued source of.
Keynes’s actions (or rather, lack thereof) at the Versailles Peace Conference showed the man behind the
mathematician, through his ardent opposition of reparation payments that were set to beggar the German
people (those most prominently representing Britain during discussions were given the moniker of the
Heavenly Twins, as the reparations they intended to demand from Germany were “astronomically high”).
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Keynes suggested writing down German debts, to the benefit of not only Germany but other impoverished
European nations (through maintaining strong export demand and international trade). He was
overshadowed however, largely due to extremely anti-German post-war sentiment, and the fact that the US
was the largest creditor at the time. Keynes was disgusted by the outcome of the conference, going so far
as to write that the resulting policies were “…reducing Germany to servitude”. Perhaps I am being too
generous to Keynes; a harsh peace would surely deter future aggression? I can’t seem to recall any
particular conflicts arising in Europe after World War 1…
In the years following the Versailles conference, Keynes continued to publish a number of influential works,
notable among them A Treatise on Probability and Treatise on Money. It was The General Theory of
Employment, Interest and Money, however, which would become his most famous work. Recall how, in
opening this article, I expounded upon the offended sensibilities of Neo-Classicalists everywhere? This
piece of work alone would be enough to have self-respecting neo-classicist calling for Menger to come
and save them. A strong, theoretical justification for government intervention, and the absolutely radical
suggestion that maybe, just maybe, workers will not reduce the price for which they will supply their
labour until firms can employ them once again (price stickiness, which today appears perfectly
acceptable, seemingly went against classical rationality assumptions).
Following his death in 1946, Keynes’s ideas continued to gain traction, dominating policy decision until it
began to fall from favour during the 1970’s (due, in no small part, to the critiques of Milton Freidman). It
was not until the GFC that his suggestions for expansionary policies were again embraced by the global
community, in Australia particularly (as to their effectiveness, one could debate for hours). Though whether
or not you agree with his economic and mathematical contributions, there’s no doubting that he’s been
one of the most influential figures of the 20th century… Or if you’re not entirely academically inclined,
you’ve got to agree that he was an absolute player.

Doug is part of the coveted UQES publications team. When he isn't frothing over his well
thumbed copy of 'The General Theory' he can be found avoiding human contact in Colin Clark.
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BABIES OR NAH?
Marginal Utility Analysis of Babies
By Prianka Thomas

Post my recent 19th birthday I’ve had one dominating thought (other than ‘Oh no exams, I have 60 hours
of lectures to watch and I don’t know who Milton Friedman is’); how many babies should I produce to
maximise my utility?
Obviously, I would not want to deny the world of my imperative and beautiful genes, but where do I cease
the baby-making, or am I better off not starting the process at all?
A case for having children
Okay, so let’s keep it simple, say I have one child. Whilst America’s National Opinion Research Centre's
canonical General Social Survey concludes that those with children are marginally less happy than those
without, a close look at the survey shows that it’s the first child that causes the most damage, and that
happiness only reduces by 0.6 percentage points for each additional child.
As such, I may as well have more than one child if I’m going to be marginally less happy regardless. That
being said, my marginal benefits are likely to diminish the more children I have. More children means
higher costs for necessities as well as increased frivolous costs i.e. if I had five children who all attended
weekly piano lessons at $45 a lesson, this is a whopping $225 a week (as opposed to $90 a week if I
had put a cap on, say, two children).
However, while children may pose economic disadvantages on individual families, there are huge benefits
to the overall economy from having children. This is especially pertinent in an economy like Australia’s,
given the rise (or fall) of the dreaded baby boomers. The fact is, we need educated and healthy children. I
for one am banking on some hearty lad or lass supporting me in my old age, just like I will be doing for
the baby boomers.
As well as this, there are various emotional benefits of reaping the fruits of your labour (apparently) (birth
pun) and if it really was that terrible a burden to have a child, people would have started wearing crocs
more frequently to enhance contraception. Also men, take note - fathers earn four percent more over a
lifetime than non-fathers, so there’s something to hold onto.
A case for NOT having children
One positive for those of us not blessed with the looks of Zac Efron and the assets of Nicki Minaj is that
instead of admitting we’re lonely and spend our nights flicking through Tinder, we can instead claim that
it’s because of our desire to maximise economic utility that we are without child.
In all seriousness however, there is a huge economic penalty on mothers, who even in this day of gender
equality earn far less over a lifetime than either men or women without children. Unfortunately, it seems
that it is difficult for a woman to pursue both a career development and children.
No children also means more time to yourself – to live relatively stress-free and pursue your own interests,
though this could also be an economic disadvantage if your interests include purchasing hundreds of cats
and splurging on wine. However, the cost of raising a child until the age of 18 could be approximately
$300 000 for an average family. At least in this age when child bearing is a preference rather than a
necessity, and it is your prerogative whether you choose to spend money raising a child or some cats.
BRB trying for a baby
Obviously, I don’t ever want to be in some sort of ’19 Kids and Counting’ nightmare scenario, but I feel
that a few kids is the way to go. There are both economic and emotional pros and cons of having children
and not having children, and I definitely understand that having a child is a huge, life-altering (destroying)
decision. I also would not consider any sort of ‘baby bonus’ an economic advantage to having children,
but overall feel that I could potentially create some offspring, maybe two, if only to prove to people that I
can be sexually active.
Conclusion: go forth and multiply! But study first.
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TRIVIA
Macroeconomic Trivia
1. What was the lowest worldwide CPI in 2012
2. What is the largest central bank balance sheet as a percentage of GDP worldwide?
3. In percentage terms, how much of outstanding US Treasury bonds does the Federal Reserve
own?
4. As of March 2014, how many mortgage backed securities does the Federal Reserve buy each
month?
5. As of June 2014, who is the deputy chair of the FOMC (the Fed)?
6. Why does the Federal Reserve Bank of New York have more gold than Fort Knox?
7. What is the current Australian inflation rate?
8. What is the 2014/15 projected debt in Australia, to the nearest percentage of GDP?
9. As of June 2014, who is the Deputy Governor of the RBA?
10. In which year was the WTO established?
11. Which two opposing economists did night watches together on the roof of King’s College,
Cambridge during World War Two?
12. Which three economists won the 2013 Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences?
13. In which year was the General Theory published?
14. Who was President when the U.S. moved to a floating exchange rate?
15. Eugene Fama's daughter is married to which other economist?
16. Which of the following does not have a Nobel Prize in economics: Paul Krugman, Friedich
Hayek, Milton Friedman, Ben Jackman, Joseph Stiglitz
17. What is the Chinese currency currently pegged at?
18. Which famous Australian econometrician devised a common test for heteroskedasticity?
19. Size of the fall in the stock market on Black Tuesday?
20. What is Colin Clark is mainly known for pioneering?
If you know all of the answers to the above questions – be the first to submit them to
publications@uqes.com.au to win a coffee with Ben Jackman, future Reserve Bank Governor.
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Our amazingly good looking Creative Distraction team also got the chance to sit down with
James Laurenceson as he chats macro issues, China and his famous fitness regime.
CD: What do you make of the state of current modern macroeconomics as a profession
and the direction in which it has been heading?
JL: There are two ways of thinking about that. If you are talking about the top schools in the US the trend
of the past 20 years has been towards having macro models with micro foundations, [and] so we talk
about that in intermediate macroeconomics. I think that’s appalling. These models at their heart have a
representative agent, they have a utility maximizing consumer and a profit-maximizing firm and they
expand or aggregate that up and that is your macro-economy. Well this completely ignores interaction
between consumers and consumers, and consumers and firms, and firms and firms. I think macro is just as
much about the interaction of economic agents as it is about aggregating up the microeconomic level.
Macroeconomics is not just simply the sum of microeconomics. So I think that is appalling.
But not all of the econ profession have bought into that. There are a lot of people who – some of my
favourite textbook writers - David Colander who you wouldn’t hear much about in advanced macro or
honours macro courses, but I think he’s excellent. These are people who appreciate things like institutions
and history. To give Bruce Littleboy a bit of a plug here, he’s another guy who appreciates history and
institutions, and understands it far better than I do, in explaining macro phenomenon rather than just using
these utility maximizing, profit-maximizing micro models.
CD: Do you think there is a problem with trying to model the effect of institutions?
JL: It’s tough to model but if our maths is not sophisticated enough to deal with institutions, well fair
enough, but that is a limitation of our maths and does not mean that we can say “oh, it’s too hard, let’s
just stick with something we can model”. Well that is a pretty silly approach, [but] that is the reality so
maybe we need to adopt a new approach. Maybe we should not be trying to model the macroeconomy
using equations that are actually quite limited in their applications.
CD: In that sense, do you think that there is too much of a reliance on econometrics?
To be honest, my greater problem is the reliance on more pure maths in our theoretical models. So metrics
is more about the testing of theoretical models and there are certainly some issues there. But, generally
speaking, econometrics is [a] lesser problem. It is more these macro models that are based on micro
foundations.
CD: You spent some time in Japan earlier in your career. Could you tell us how you
ended up there and the path you took to ultimately end up back at UQ?
Japan probably has nothing to do with my work path. The story with that was I finished PhD at the end of
1999 and 1) I was looking for work and 2) I wanted to do some travel. I’m a Brisbane boy, [and] here I
am again. So, I wanted to travel a bit and it just tied in nicely with that. I was working for a School of
Economics in Japan but once I got there to be quite frank, it was more about teaching English. I was
talking about economics but honestly; the language level was such that I ended up doing more English
teaching than economics teaching. But it was an awesome year, I had a great time and in terms of my
personal development it was probably the best year of my life.
Then after that, well you’ve got to come home sometime sadly. And so I contacted the Head of School
here and asked if they had any contract positions here, which they did. So I started off as an Associate
Lecturer. I’d tutored during my PhD so they had some familiarity with me. Then a few years later a
permanent position came up, I applied for it and here I am.
CD: Was your time in Japan where your interest in Asia, and more specifically China,
originated from?
JL: No, it predated then. My mum, as good mums do, kept all of their children’s assignments from school
and I’ve got a copy of an assignment I wrote in high school about the Chinese economy. Now, honestly, I
couldn’t tell you why I wrote it but obviously my interest extended back that far. I remember when I got to
university – if you look at my academic record you might be quite surprised because people say “you’re
an academic, you must have done really well”. Not so much – my academic record is really mixed. In
core courses I am strictly just a little about average but when it came to any courses involving China
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or Asia I got 7 for – that’s just me. And I think that just reflects your passions. Some things you’re
passionate about, they click with you and you put more time into those things that you do really well at.
CD: What was it about China that interested you?
I think the difference. You would know if you’ve sat through any of my macro lectures I spend the whole
time almost contrasting Australia and China. I think it’s a wonderful teaching exercise because even
though you are talking about exactly the same macroeconomics concepts, you talk about it in China and
Australia and you need to think about it completely differently. These parameter values are completely
differently, how the economy works is different and I think that difference just attracts me.
So even now, I’ve never been to the US or the UK, I wouldn’t have a clue what they look like. All of my
travel has been in Japan and China and that’s about it.
CD: We’ve got a few more lighted hearted questions now. It’s probably fair to say
you’re one of the fitter academics in the School of Economics at UQ.
JL: Which is probably not saying much
CD: Well, we were just wondering if you had any work out tips? Our Executive were
curious to know how much you could bench?
JL: Well, work out tips: cross training and consistency, there you go. A few years ago I actually put on a
lot of weight and it wasn’t good weight. But the last couple of years I ride my bike every day now, that’s
my every day commute, [a] 40km round trip. And [I] have a bit gym set up at home so yeah, cross
training and consistency. I just turned 40 last week, so there you go.
CD: Can we get a number on the benching?
JL: Not really, because I don’t do benching.
CD: What do you make of Abenomics in Japan at the moment?
JL: If by that you’re mainly talking about the Central Bank’s decisions, I think Japan had to do something
different. In terms of rapidly expanding the money supply, I get that. The problem for Japan is despite of
having zero nominal interest rates, real interest rates have been quite positive because inflation is
negative. So if you want to promote or bring forward aggregate demand you have bring down real
interest rates and the only way you can do that is to have inflation. So you have inflation and set your
nominal interest rate at zero and suddenly you have negative real interest rates. Well, ceteris paribus, you
would think that would do something to aggregate demand. It’s new in terms of being an actual policy
decision but the idea has been floating around for some time. Paul Krugman, I’d probably recall 5 years
ago reading him advocating that sort of policy.
CD: Given that Japan had been in that position for 20 years now, why do you think it
has taken so long to take these kinds of steps?
JL: The idea that you should fuel inflation is pretty unusual for a Central Bank. The usual story for a Central
Bank is that they are usually trying to target a low and stable rate of inflation, which I guess is what Japan
is doing but they have got to bring it up to get to there. I think it is unconventional. Most Central Bankers
are nervous about inflation because that is their mandate. Japan wants inflation but they don’t want 10%
inflation. They probably don’t even want 5% inflation – they probably want 3% or 4%. Well
macroeconomics is just not like that. You can’t just pull the lever and get a nice, perfect number that you
want. It is all very well to print money but how is that going to go through the system? And when it does,
what is going to happen to inflation? Is it just going to go out of control? Then you’ve got these
inflationary expectations and these price spirals. So, I think there is some nervousness on the part of
Central Bankers that they do not have great control of the process.
Another thing about Japan: do not get lost on their GDP growth numbers. They’ve also got a declining
population so what you want to look at is their GDP per-capita. Living standards in Japan are better now
than they were 20 years ago, which is important to remember. It looks like Japan has had these lost
decades, and certainly compared to prior years their growth has slowed, but their economic performance
is probably a lot better than it looks.
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CD: What do you think of the Shanghai Free-Trade Zone?
JL: To be honest, it is shameful for me to admit it but I haven’t read up on it as much as I would like. To the
extent that it’s promoting free trade it doesn’t excite me at all. China’s trade regime now is actually quite
liberal already and it has already had Free Trade Zones for the past 30 years so just having another one,
well, whoopee. What is going to make it exciting is if it liberalises capital flows. If it starts acting as a
conjugate through which international capital can get into China more easily; for example at the moment,
you and I can’t invest on the Shanghai stock exchange, so if this free-trade zone is more of a free-capital
zone and it is facilitating those sort of transactions , then that will be quite exciting. But knowing the
Chinese government’s approach to reform, I’d find it very hard to believe, and I’ve done a bit of reading
on this and it doesn’t sound like it’s just an open slather, open capital account yet.
CD: If it did become a free-capital zone, do you think it would be able to rival Hong
Kong?
Well, probably. Shanghai is natural centre for gravity for finance in mainland China. And the Shanghai
municipal government has been very open that it wants to be a financial centre. But it realistically hasn’t
been able to as long as you have a closed capital account. So if that gets removed [possibly]. The
problem with capital is that if Shanghai has an open capital account, then China has an open capital
account. There is free capital mobility within China so you could just go from one province to Shanghai
and off it goes. It’s not like trade where can watch trucks and rocks being shipped. And the Chinese
government know that and so for that reason I think it is going to be great if it liberalises trade flows but I
just can’t see the Chinese government making it open slather because it would mean that China’s capital
account is open.
CD: Do you think they would be too conservative to go that far in one hit?
Yes – every reform policy they have employed so far has been very conservative, very gradual so they
would be quite nervous about that. And there are good reasons for them to be nervous. You look at
interest rates in China, they are regulated at below market levels. So if you were a Chinese saver would
you prefer to invest overseas or invest in a state bank that is paying you no interest? Probably prefer to
invest overseas. So the savings pool in China falls – how do you fund your state owned enterprises
anymore? The government has an obvious interest in keeping these things going so politics comes into it
with the state owned enterprise reform. It’s just such a tough issue so I don’t imagine that the Chinese
government will ever move quickly on it. I’d be shocked if they did.
CD: Could you just expand on the politics surround the state owned enterprises – what
are the dynamics surrounding that?
State owned enterprises have been able to remain prominent in the Chinese economy for a couple of
reasons but the main reason is preferential access to inputs. Most bank loans go to state owned
enterprises so they have benefitted from this system of households putting their money to banks and the
banks lending to state owned enterprises at very cheap rates. If you have state owned enterprises that
have become used to that environment and you start talking about things like capital account
liberalisation, interest rate liberalisation, you can imagine that the state owned enterprises would resist. To
the extent also that in the large state owned enterprises the leadership of these institutions and firms are
often quite high up in the Communist party as well. There is a direct link there. The political economy for
reform in China is really tough.
CD: Can we expect more reforms to follow?
JL: The new Chinese leadership is making noises to that effect. We will see more – that’s what we always
see in China. But that doesn’t mean that we will see it quickly. I always love the Chinese government’s
response to countries like America when they push them to reform their exchange rates and they’ll say
“yes we agree, we are moving in direction of liberalised exchange rates and we’ll do in our own good
time.” [And] sure enough they have. Since 2005 there has been some movement in the exchange rate but
here we are a decade later and the rate is still far from floating but they have moved in that direction. I
think you are going to see more of it. But I think that the political economy is the main issue. The
economics are pretty clear and I think China recognizes that as well. There have been weird things
happening over there with the consumption share of GDP being so low. So the economics are pretty
straightforward but the policies you have to put in place involve politics and I don’t think anyone has a
good handle on this.
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CD: Do you think that being closed off from these international capital flows is part of
the reason why they were able to insulate themselves so well from the GFC?
JL: Yes, for sure. But it goes back even further than that to the Asian financial crisis in 1997. Very few
people these days know that in 1996 China was just about to move to full convertibility of its currency.
That is not just for trade transactions but financial transactions as well. And then the Asian financial crisis
hit and then “boom” that was the end of that policy. It wasn’t even discussed for another nearly 10 years.
So they actually emerged from the Asian financial crisis with a greater sense of conviction that not having
a convertible currency was the right thing to do. And then you’ve got these events like the GFC so I think
they’d be thinking “well there you go, our banks (well they’re basket cases but for different reasons) are
not defaulting on their debts now and one of the reasons for that is because they did not have access to
these toxic assets” - if you want to call them assets. One of the reasons that they did not have these assets
is because they did not have access to them. So there is a closed capital account. People talk about China
moving towards an open capital account but I think in some ways, the experience of last few years has
actually strengthened the hand of the old guard in China who are actually kind of anti-reform in these
areas.
CD: Do you think that Western countries could take a lesson from that and think of
moving the other way?
JL: I wouldn’t use China as a model. I mean, when we start looking at China it is very easy to look with
starry eyes and say well “9.5% annual growth, what a gorgeous economy – let’s emulate China.” No, no,
no. I’ve written a bit this and there are good reasons, very simple reasons, why China has been able to
grow at 9.5% and it has got nothing to do with great policies. It’s got everything to do with them starting
from a behind position so it’s easier to catch up. But the general question is; could we regulate
international capital flows a bit better? Probably. I listen to people like Paul Krugman talking about things
like Tobin taxes – putting small taxes on international capital flows – to get rid of the purely speculative
element. I think that makes pretty good sense. So we couldn’t learn from China as such but we could we
better regulate our financial systems? For sure.
CD: You mentioned about China catching up, do you perceive that they are going to
overtake the US anytime soon?
JL: China should have overtaken the US 50 years ago in GDP terms. China has got 1.4 billion people, the
US has got 300 million, it is a disgrace that China’s GDP is not bigger that the US’ now. People forget
that all the time and it’s such a simple point. But people miss it. So they talk about China overtaking US,
well seriously, why hasn’t it done so already? So will it get a bigger GDP than the US? Of course it will. I
don’t even that is particularly exciting. A more significant question is in terms of GDP per capita. China
has done quite well – it’s moved from low-income country to what the World Bank would [now] describe it
as a middle-income country. Will it then move to high-income country status? That’s tougher because then
you start to think of some of the reforms that China would have to enact and that’s when these political
economy questions come back. So the sorts of reforms that they have done so far have been simple –
technology catch-up, reforming agriculture and these sorts of things. When you start talking about
financial system reform, state owned enterprise reform, [and] dare I say, political reform, that becomes
much harder.
CD: Do you think that some of its past policies are going to come back to haunt China?
We’re thinking particularly of the one-child policy and how that is going to affect future
population growth.
JL: Yeah, the only good thing about that policy is its effects are felt very gradually – it’s not like a business
cycle. This means that you can also adjust things over time as well. But is China’s growth going to take a
hit from the one-child policy? Yeah, of course, but there are enough other sources of growth in China to
keep the numbers ticking forward.
CD: What would you have done if you weren’t an economist?
JL: A lot of the things I love in life are things that I’m not very good at. For example, I would love to be a
bike mechanic, to be a car mechanic but I’m hopeless. Give me some tools and I’m hopeless. But if this is
pure fantasy we’re talking about I would love to do something with my hands; build something, fix
something – that would be wonderful. Sometimes I think all of my skills are in my head – they don’t
translate very well. Though I understand that they do have some relevance. But if something breaks
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at my house I get on the phone to my dad who is 73 and ask him to come over and fix it. It would be nice
to be actually able to do it myself.
CD: What qualities would you say you most like/dislike in a student?
JL: Passion is the most attractive quality. I think that can overcome so many things. Even if you’re not the
most academically gifted person – if you’ve got passion for something I think that you could do really well
at it. I hate students failing my courses. I sometimes say that in my lectures, I get no joy out of a failure rate
of 20%. Having said that, I feel no regrets at all in failing someone who has not tried particularly hard, no
problem at all. But those few students who have actually tried really hard and are pretty passionate but
don’t get over the line, that’s a tough thing for me to do. So that probably answers the qualities I don’t like
in a student; people who just don’t try. There are so many easy things that students can do. Not everyone
is capable of getting a 7 but I think almost everyone is capable of passing. All of the basics - actually
showing up, that’s a start. I always talk in my lectures about doing 10 hours of study per week and that
sort of thing. So if you’re not doing that well, that’s a bit of an unattractive quality.
CD: Do you think that is the biggest mistake that students make?
Yeah, the simple things. I think some people think that they are not clever enough or not good enough. It’s
got nothing to do with that. I always say that UQ wouldn’t let you in if you weren’t a good student. This is
a serious university, so the only people that get admitted are good students. Missing the basics is probably
the biggest mistake that people make. Having said that I made the same mistakes as well. In my first
semester at UQ I failed the course ECON1050 – I got a big 2 for that so I’m a hypocrite as well. I find it
very unattractive in students these days but I was exactly the same.
CD: Which three people alive or dead would you most like to be stuck on a deserted
island with?
Should I say the obvious ones like my wife and family or you don’t want those?
CD: Let’s say they can’t come with.
Am I allowed to say things like my dad? No? See this is tough because superstars don’t attract me at all.
Great economists don’t attract me. Political leaders don’t attract me. I’m a really boring person – I’ve
become conscious of this as I’ve gotten older. You know, I like to spend my weekends at home with my
family and I don’t really have any great desires to go out and meet new people, it sounds awful.
CD: Would you like on be on the island with yourself then?
Well I’ve got two young kids so peace and quiet is a wonderful thing. Yeah so just myself with peace and
quiet as long as it won’t go on for too long.
The kids have sucked out the energy from me so on the weekend I don’t want to think. Ten years age
when I started in this job I would work nearly every night, from 8-10pm I might just sit down and do a bit
of work and quite often spend a morning on the weekend working. Now I have zero interest in doing that
at all. Maybe that makes me less productive but yeah, I’ve got other things I’d rather be doing.
CD: One final question that we ask all lecturer’s here at UQ. If you are at level 2 of
Colin Clark and you need to get to level 6, should you take the stairs or the elevator?
JL: Ohhhh…I do both. So, if I am coming back from a lecture I will often take an elevator. First thing in the
morning, I will take the stairs. If I have my bike I will take the elevator. Isn’t that such an economist answer
– sometimes yes, sometimes no.
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